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Hannah Arendt was a classical republican. What is classical republicanism, and what makes
Arendt’s version unique?
Classical republicanism is a premodern political ideology which holds that citizens, when faced
with a conflict, should aim to resolve it in a way that fulfills their “common good”. This is different
from most modern democratic ideologies, since they are concerned instead with what is sometimes
called the “public interest” (or the interests of multiple publics in the case of pluralist democrats).
“Interest” can suggest a strictly instrumental attitude towards the state to which people give their
consent: the state is viewed as being no more than a tool separate from those who use it. And
“public” implies that the users are situated within civil society, a domain that is distinct from the
state and did not exist in premodern times. By contrast, the citizens of a classic republic are
primarily interested in what happens in and around the assembly, since their chief concern is with
politics. And this politics is not merely an instrumental affair, since those citizens feel, or ought to
feel, what Montesquieu famously called a “love” for their republic. Indeed, to most classical
republicans, politics is the only truly worthwhile way of life.
So it should come as no surprise that classical republicans tend to award absolute priority to the
citizenry’s common good. Often, they express this with the claim that the common good’s unity,
and so that of the polity embodying it, should be protected at all costs: the moment some citizens
begin to be overly concerned with their personal interests, or those of the group to which they
belong, then they should be considered corrupt. And at such times there will be a need, as the
author of The Prince might have put it, for “amputating” the rot.
In the best case, however, no such violence will be required; citizens will consistently affirm
their common good and their republic will remain free. But what, exactly, is meant by freedom
here? To answer, I want to construct something of an ideal-type classical republicanism by
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describing the two groups of values that are contained within its conception of the common good.
One is heroic, its chief aim being glory, and the other is civic, its chief aim being honour.
The hero is the individual who, in politics, fulfils that central Homeric motto “always to be the
bravest and best and excel over others.” He does so by performing acts of such grandeur that he
will be remembered, glorified by his community such that he becomes, in a sense, immortal. Of
course for his actions and their later veneration to be possible, they must take place outside the
privacy of the household, in front of the whole political community. Accordingly, those classical
republicans who stress heroism also recognize its reliance on civicism, on the community. Because
an individual’s words or deeds can only be considered great given their influence upon many
people; there can be no glory without a judging community to do the glorifying. Hence the duality
of the ancient Greek word doxa, which means both “fame” and “opinion.”
Those classical republicans who favour the civic parts of the common good go further, however.
For one thing, they tend to conceive of laws as more than the struts that support the stage upon
which great individuals may act – they consider the very process of legislating, in which equal
citizens come together to deliberate and debate, as intrinsically good. Note that this is not the kind
of equality which became popular in modernity, since it does not accrue to people simply by virtue
of their being human; on the contrary, it supports an attitude of respect which is owed to citizens
who rule and are ruled in turn, that is, who participate in politics and so help determine the laws
that reflect their common good. 1 Good laws, then, are essential to an honourable political
community, which is the opposite of a corrupt one since its citizens will identify with those laws
and willingly put the common good they express ahead of their personal or group interests.
For an analogy of classical republican practice, one that encompasses both of these facets of its
common good, think of the game known as hacky sack. In it, players stand in a closed circle and
use their feet (and sometimes other body parts, but never their hands) to ensure that a footbag
remains aloft. Each time a player receives it, he or she has a choice: either to attempt a trick, or
simply to pass it along to another player in the circle. The circle, then, is much like the arena of
classical republican politics: attempting a trick reflects something of the hero striving for glory,
while merely passing the footbag along fulfils something like the civic ethic.
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The analogy serves to bring out a tension which lies at the heart of the classical republican
endeavour, one to which many classical republicans have been sensitive. It arises from a potential
conflict that is consistently present: between ensuring the continuance of the game, on the one
hand, or risking a break in the circle’s integrity by attempting a difficult stunt, on the other. If a
player loses control and allows the footbag to hit the ground, play must be suspended until someone
can pick it up again; the “liberty” of their “republic” is, for the time being, no more. And just as
these two activities can not only complement but also counter each other, many classical
republicans have remarked upon the dangers associated with the ambitious glory-seeker who
willingly risks undermining the civic order. He is one reason that they tend to emphasize the
fragility of their republics, those rare “Machiavellian moments” when islands of political liberty
have arisen from the chaotic waters of history.2 Indeed, Aristotle goes so far as to banish the hero
from his ideal republic in favour of a strictly civic classical republicanism (Politics 1253a28–30).
Not so Arendt, whose classical republicanism is thoroughly heroic. To her, laws are no more
than the instruments necessary for sustaining the realm of politics, that “space of appearance”
where individuals may perform the glorious words and deeds that are its point.3 Arendt, moreover,
affirms these great actions in a way that allows her to avoid an issue that besets more traditional
classical republicans. It arises from their tendency to conceive of glory as something which
requires the defeat of an adversary, someone or something that poses a threat to the common good.4
The virtuous citizen thus needs to be tough, since engaging in a struggle always brings with it the
risk that one could end up as an infamous loser rather than a glorified winner. Of course that is just
what it means to contend with an adversary: one side can only win if the other loses.
But there is not enough room for adversaries within a republic that is unified around a common
good. The reason is simple: if every citizen must consistently uphold the common good, then none
may strive to do harm to another or provoke the kind of conflict that might bring victory for some
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and defeat for others. Citizens may certainly oppose each other, but they must do so as friends,
never as adversaries.5 They may disagree about what their common good requires, but they cannot
uphold values which stand apart from it in any way. Perhaps, then, they should strive to achieve
glory by doing battle with foreigners? Yet that is war not politics. Classical republicans thus seem
to be confronted with a difficult question: who is there to overcome in order to achieve greatness?
Arendt, however, has no need to answer, since she does not conceive of glory as coming from
the defeat of an adversary. Instead, she sees it as arising from creative originality, in particular, as
exemplified by those who accomplish great acts rather than produce artworks. Hence the central
importance of “natality”, the birth of something new, to her conception of action.6 She derives the
idea from Augustine, and yet she transforms it in a way that allows her to place much greater
emphasis than he did on newness and originality.
As Arendt interprets Augustine, we should aim to transcend mundane, historical time either
forward to an anticipated, absolute future that is beyond time, or backward by virtue of a
recollecting “return to oneself” that moves from one’s mortal existence to its immortal source, the
Creator who determined one’s being.7 Both are equivalent because eternal, which suggests that
there is not a lot of room for originality here. Arendt’s Augustine can nevertheless be said to affirm
what I would call a “revelatory” form of creativity, one which achieves the openness to inspiration
that all creativity requires by virtue of a process that, paradoxically, combines both unity and
plurality.8 Here’s how. Augustine resists the monism of his philosophical inheritance, whether
Stoic or Neoplatonic, when he ascribes oneness to the transcendent Creator of the world rather
than to the world itself – indeed, as we’ve just seen, it is through the world as a historical plurality
that we must move in order to reach Him. We must because, to Augustine, God is not only present
in the world but, more importantly, He dwells deep inside each of us, such that we can be “true to
5
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ourselves,” as we say today, only by coming into contact with the Creator within.9 As Arendt
describes, this process requires bringing the One and the Many together, since if someone is truly
to say “I am,” he must “summon up his own unity and identity and pit it against the variety and
multiplicity of the world.”10
Though Arendt’s own idea of creativity is, as I said, much more radical, it also draws on a
paradoxical “pluramonist” metaphysics.11 We see this in her account of the public space in which
great political acts are manifested: it is both unified and plural by virtue of being bounded by a
wall “that simultaneously gathers [people] into it and separates them from one another.” 12 In
contrast to the “undivided unity” of the family, then, Arendt’s political community presumably
forms a divided unity, one which both avoids the antipolitics entailed by “the unitedness of many
into one” and facilitates the paradoxical politics that “concerns more than the many, namely strictly
speaking the sum total of all citizens.”13 Or, as she describes this politics elsewhere, it assumes
that “one and the same topic…despite its oneness, appears in a great diversity of views.”14 For
“human plurality is the paradoxical plurality of unique beings” and “we are all the same, that is
human, in such a way that nobody is ever the same as anyone else who ever lived, lives, or will
live.”15
The reason Arendt wants to exclude the production of artworks from this creativity is that she
shares with Aristotle the belief that there can be no true freedom in making (poiesis) because its
end is external, situated in what is made rather than in the maker. This is why, while she admits
9
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that there is an element of freedom present in the creative arts, she complains that its processes are
unlike its products in that they remain hidden from the world – and if they do not appear then they
do not matter.16 We change the world outside of us because we have to, given our needs as living
beings, whereas when we truly act (praxis) we change ourselves, and this process is essentially
public. Political action thus constitutes the good life, which should be contrasted with mere life
just because its ends are internal, allowing us to act for its own sake and so freely. Arendt, in
consequence, does her utmost to maintain this sharp distinction between making and acting. Hence
her decision to keep work and labour, the production of durable and consumable things,
respectively, limited to the private sphere of the household, and so separate from creative political
activity.17
However, the assumption that making is utterly different from acting is simply wrong. Hegel
and Marx, following Adam Smith, have shown that both are dialectical: making, and not only
acting, can have an effect on the agent, and acting can produce outcomes which cannot be restricted
to the agent.18 Just think of that everyday expression “to make a move,” which brings out the
necessary fuzziness of any line we might wish to draw between the two concepts. Arendt ignores
this and, by doing so, she aestheticizes politics. Let me explain.
It seems to me that there are three dimensions of existence: “the practical,” “the natural,” and
“the aesthetic.” The practical is realized whenever we strive to fulfil our interests, which is simply
another name for our practical values or goods. These interests can be associated with the routines
of work, labour, and the family, or they can come into conflict and, when they do, we can respond
with either dialogue or force. It is when we do the former that, I would say, we engage in ethics,
whether personal or political, whereas when we do the latter it is necessary, ultimately, to talk of
war. Accordingly, I define politics as a dialogical, largely practical activity.
By contrast, when we are, say, overcome by hunger then our biological drives or instincts take
hold and we are encouraged to realize mere life, that is, to act naturally rather than practically.
Moreover, we also leave the practical behind whenever we take on what Kant and Schiller,
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following Karl Philipp Moritz, called a “disinterested” stance, since that is when the aesthetic
comes to the fore.19 It does so according to four partly overlapping modes: savouring beauty,
having fun, fantasizing, or putting on shows, that is, spectacles. These are not practical because
they consist of, respectively, tasting, playing, imagining, or exhibiting not to serve some purpose
but for their own sakes.
So we can see why Arendt conceives of politics at its best as an aesthetic rather than practical
activity. If political action is to be truly free, she says, it “must be free from motive on one side,
from its intended goal as a predictable effect on the other.” Because an action ought to be guided
by what she calls a principle, and a principle is something that “becomes fully manifest only in the
performing act itself.”20 The action, in other words, must point to nothing beyond the act, and as
we have noted this is simply a way of saying that it must be carried out for its own sake. Moreover,
as I read Arendt, we act in politics according to three of the four aesthetic modes. There is amusing
play, since as all who participate in “the game of politics” know, “acting is fun.”21 There is show,
which is why “words and deeds…are in need of some public space where they can appear and be
seen; they can fulfill their own being, which is appearance, only in a world which is common to
all.” And there is savouring, which is what spectators do when they appreciate political actions –
or at least those actions that deserve to become immortal, since “the fleeting greatness of word and
deed can endure in the world to the extent that beauty is bestowed upon it. Without the beauty, that
is, the radiant glory in which potential immortality is made manifest in the human world, all human
life would be futile and no greatness could endure.”22
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The only mode of the aesthetic that Arendt appears to reject is that of fantasizing. True, she
acknowledges that the imagination can help with judging, genuine thinking (though, following
Kant, she seems to conceive of this as associated with what I call savouring – or its opposite, the
sense of displeasure which attends negative discernments). But when the imagination is allowed
to run free, and not merely because, as Kant would say, the faculty of understanding has been
unable to produce an adequate concept for identifying the thing before it, but because one’s aim is
to portray fanciful things in the mind, untethered to reality, then we call this fantasizing. And
Arendt goes out of her way to emphasize how it can serve as a source of poisonous fictions, of
destructive and fantastical ideologies such as Nazism.23
Of course, Arendt would distinguish the playing and showing of her political actors and the
savouring or displeasure of her political spectators from more mundane forms of these activities.
To her, it is only when they are concerned with politics that they can truly be performed for their
own sakes – only then can they constitute acts of genuine leisure (scholē), when we have been
“liberated from domination by life’s necessities.” Otherwise, they serve no more than the goal of
rest, “the restoration of the human labor force charged with taking care of life’s necessities.”
Instead of leisure time, then, such acts do no more than fill “vacant time.”24
Consider Arendt’s account of the petty pleasures that have supposedly come to charm the
French. It is so acerbic that it’s worth quoting at length:
Modern enchantment with ‘small things’, though preached by early twentieth-century poetry
in almost all European tongues, has found its classical presentation in the petit bonheur of
Kateb, “The Judgment of Arendt,” in Ronald Beiner and Jennifer Nedelsky, eds., Judgment, Imagination, Politics:
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the French people. Since the decay of their once great and glorious public realm, the French
have become masters in the art of being happy among ‘small things’, within the space of
their own four walls, between chest and bed, table and chair, dog and cat and flowerpot,
extending to these things a care and tenderness which, in a world where rapid
industrialization constantly kills off the things of yesterday to produce today’s objects, may
even appear to be the world’s last, purely humane corner. This enlargement of the private,
the enchantment, as it were, of a whole people, does not make it public, does not constitute
a public realm, but, on the contrary, means only that the public realm has almost completely
receded, so that greatness has given way to charm everywhere; for while the public realm
may be great, it cannot be charming precisely because it is unable to harbour the irrelevant.25
Or consider Arendt’s invocation of Heidegger’s critique of the inauthentic gossiping public, of the
amused “mere talk” or “incomprehensible triviality” of “the they.”26 (Kierkegaard had previously
made the same complaint: “That sluggish crowd which understands nothing itself and is unwilling
to do anything, that gallery-public, now seeks to be entertained and indulges in the notion that
everything anyone does is done so that it may have something to gossip about.”27) Consider, as
well, Arendt’s objection to those who approach artworks not as objects capable of “arresting our
attention and moving us” but merely in order to be entertained by them; such art-lovers are even
worse than the “educated philistines” for whom art fulfils the practical purpose of edification,
which to her amounts to no more than instrumentalization and so commodification. 28 Finally,
consider Arendt’s claim that, because the actors or virtuosi of stage and screen are, unlike political
actors, judged by overly contemporary standards, they have no choice but to “renounce
immortality,” which accounts for why they are “forever frustrated and require hysterical outlets.”29
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To me, however, these and other examples suggest that Arendt is simply being condescending.
There is no substantive difference between these various ways of engaging in aesthetics and those
of the political actors and spectators whom she praises. Whether or not one feels justified in
describing the modes of the aesthetic as leisurely, the fact is that they are all carried out for their
own sakes. Arendt just happens to prefer deriving pleasure from politics, or from thinking about
politics. Her friend Hans J. Morgenthau clearly recognized this: “As others enjoy playing cards or
the horses for their own sake, so Hannah Arendt enjoyed thinking.”30
So politics, to Arendt, is motivated by the enjoyment of the aesthetic rather than by the wellbeing that is the basic aim of all practical activities (survival is that of living things in the natural
world). This leads me to complain about the childishness of her approach. Because children are
the quintessential aesthetes – if they could, they would savour beauty, have fun, fantasize, and put
on shows virtually all of the time. They truly enter the serious world of the practical only when
they grow up. Arendt, then, is like Peter Pan, who remains a child by escaping to the island he
calls Neverland, which is nothing more than his version of the aesthetic.31 Indeed, as she herself
tells us, she not only favours a political arena that looks “like an island”32 but, following a question
about where she sits on the conventional political spectrum, she also declares “I am nowhere.”33
However, wouldn’t Arendt be better compared to the celestial stars in J.M. Barrie’s story
instead, since they are spectators whereas Peter Pan is an actor?34 I am thinking of Ronald Beiner’s
remark that “Arendt herself did not devote her life to the life of action; her vocation was that of a
solitary thinker and observer: someone whose purpose in life was to watch what was going on and

30
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to reflect on what it meant.”35 And whereas most people would concur with the stars that the
inability to act is a kind of punishment, and even resent those who are capable of doing so (the
stars, we are told, “are not really friendly to Peter”36), Arendt draws on Kant to argue that acting
is subordinate to the judgment of the spectator, since the former is necessarily partial while the
latter is impartial because disinterested.37 That said, Kant conceives of disinterested judgement as
carried out by a monological, asocial individual, making such a spectator an unsuitable model for
political judgment since it must, after all, transpire within a community. Arendt ignores this part
of Kant, as we see from her decision to translate Kant’s allgemein as “general” rather than
“universal.”38 Moreover, even when political judgment is seen as necessarily situated within a
community, to conceive of it as disinterested is to imply that it is “neutral” as distinct from
“impartial,” since only the latter, I would claim, strives to fulfil the common good as embodying
the shared interests of the citizenry.
Be that as it may, I think we ought to recognize how, in the end, Arendt was not just a spectator
but also an actor. For it is hard to believe that she truly wished for the ideas she formulated and
presented to the world, through her numerous books and articles, to have no influence at all on
political practice. One can imagine her objecting that publishing ideas is one thing (a form of work)
and thinking them up another,39 but surely the former is also a case of what she would call speech,
hence of political action.
What could have driven Arendt to Neverland? One possibility has to do with the drudgery that
many associate with ordinary life (this certainly accounts for Peter’s aversion to the bourgeois
lifestyle of Wendy’s parents). But I think that a very different reason is more probable. It is that
an escape to the aesthetic was the only way Arendt knew to continue loving the world despite
Auschwitz.
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Consider her association of evil with totalitarianism, particularly its inhumane bureaucracy.
This allows her to keep the aesthetic as a place apart, and so as a potential home for political liberty
as she conceives of it. Thus does she write: “To the extent that the rise of totalitarian governments
is the central event of our world, to understand totalitarianism is not to condone anything, but to
reconcile ourselves to a world in which such things are possible at all.”40 I would say the same of
her attempt to naturalize evil by referring to it metaphorically as a fungus, since this is another way
of keeping it extra-aesthetic. So, too, is her decision to label it banal, which arose partly from a
fear that to call something diabolical risks glamorizing it.41 There’s an irony here, however. As
Gershom Scholem points out, “the banality of evil” – Arendt’s famous subtitle – is no more than
“a slogan,” one which exhibits the same tone of “flippancy” that characterizes much of her writing
on Adolf Eichmann; the idea, in other words, is itself aesthetic, in contrast to an “in-depth
analysis,” which is serious because practical. 42 The claim about evil’s banality also fails to
consider how much the Nazis were themselves engaged in aesthetics, and by this I mean to refer
to more than just their parades, architecture, and stylish coats.43 Because we must also appreciate
how much they enjoyed wielding the power to murder. As Scholem wrote to Arendt:
I don’t picture Eichmann, as he marched around in his SS uniform and relished how everyone
shivered in fear before him, as the banal gentleman you now want to persuade us he was,
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ironically or not. I refuse to go along. I’ve read enough descriptions and interviews of Nazi
functionaries and their conduct in front of Jews – while the going was good – to mistrust this
innocuous ex post facto construction. The gentlemen enjoyed their evil, so long as there was
something to enjoy. One behaves differently after the party’s over, of course.44

Indeed, I would go so far as to suggest that the enjoyment of power, which comes from exercising
it for its own sake rather than for that of some good, is a core element of fascism.45 In any case,
Arendt, I am claiming, is unwilling to acknowledge these aesthetic dimensions of Nazism because
this is the only way she can keep it off her island.
Of course, I did not know Arendt, so what I am suggesting is merely a conjecture. Perhaps it
only reveals my own preoccupations. Or perhaps it is all too easy for me, as a Canadian, to take
this harsh view of her. While she had to face real evil, most of my compatriots have only recently
begun to grapple seriously with the possibility that our country’s domestic history includes
genocide.46
Even so, in objecting to Arendt’s aestheticism I do not mean to suggest that there should never
be room for creativity when it comes to responding to conflict. I simply conceive of it differently
than she does. Given that creativity requires inspiration, and inspiration is (at least partly)
irrational, I include creativity among the forceful, and so non-dialogical, responses to conflict. To
engage in a dialogue is to exchange interpretations, not creations; in the best case, interlocutors
strive to make sense of something, to reach a shared understanding of it, not to make something
up. And when a dialogue succeeds, the common good will have benefited without being exposed
to the risks that necessarily attend any genuinely creative act. This is why “dialogue first” seems
to me to constitute the best way to support an authentic, because non-aestheticized, politics – the
only truly “grown-up” approach.
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